
Why consider stop smoking therapy? 

Cigarette smoking is known to be the primary cause of many serious illnesses... 

These include 

 lung diseases chronic bronchitis, bronciectasis, asthma, recurring chest infections, shortness 

of breath, sinusitis 

 general lack of oxygen,  fatigue and inability to thrive.   

 mutation in the tissues, cancer, 

 blood supply to the brain, narrowing of the vessels, lack of oxygen and nutrients to the area, 

poor memory, muddled thinking, Alzheimer’s disease (dementia) 

 compromised bodily maintenance and healing, 

 acceleration to the aging process, 

Smoking also causes 

 ? heart disease, heart attack, heart failure, angina, poor circulation, 

 poor peripheral circulation in hands, feet, brain, skin and sexual organs.   

Guys, did you know? 

Smoking is one of the main causes of erectile dis-function in men?  

Ladies, did you know? 

Smoking vastly accelerates the aging process, leading to the appearance of premature wrinkles, 

blemishes and poor skin tone? 

How to stop smoking…Stop smoking therapy…stop smoking EFT and hypnotherapy smoking 

cessation…COMBINED 

Why does smoking cause ill health? 

The tobacco leaf contains nicotine, a powerful chemical which is addictive.   Cells in our bodies have 

receptor sites for nicotinic acid, one of the helpful B vitamin group.   Nicotine, the drug, can fit into 

this receptor, hence fooling the body into accepting it.   This blocks the receptor sites, meaning B3 

can not be absorbed, leading to the symptoms of stress.. 

  

Each cigarette is made up of various components.  

The tobacco plant is grown in countries where the use of pesticides, insecticides, herbicides and 

preservatives, is not yet prohibited.   Your cigarette contains a cocktail of these lethal chemicals.  It is 

estimated that there are over 3000 lethal chemicals in every puff of tobacco you inhale.   These are 

powerful nerve toxins which do lasting nerve damage, and cause severe stress to the body.   Many of 

them cause cancer. 

Many people associate smoking with feeling less stressed, but this is only because the act of smoking 

is a diversion away from the stressful thought or situation.  

In fact the inhalation of the toxic mix of chemicals in tobacco smoke is a powerful stimulant to the 



nervous system actually causing a stress response from the body.   It definitely does not relax 

you.    The fact that you are addicted to nicotine is also a source of severe stress not least on your 

finances! 

What if you couldn’t get your next fix?  

What if you run out and have no way to reach the shop?   

You are in an important meeting and unable to have that smoke break! 

Feel that stress? 

Convinced you should quit smoking yet?   

 Do you put a very high value on your own life? 

 Do you want to improve the quality of life of those you live with? 

 Do you want those around you to breathe air unpolluted by the effects of passive smoking? 

 Are you being selfish?   Where is your conscience? 

 


